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Technical specifications

Hispack 2022, Packaging, Process & Logistics 

Dates of celebration 

From 24 to 27 May 2022 
 
Edition 

18 
 
Frequency 

Triennial (*) 
 
Character 

Professional 
 
Schedule 

From 9:30 to 18:30h (Tuesday, 24 to Thursday, 26 May) 
From 9:30 to 16:00h (Friday, 27th May) 
 
Location 

Halls 2 and 3  
Fira de Barcelona Gran Via exhibition centre 
 
Occupied area  

30,000 m2 net (commercial offer + activities) 
 
Direct exhibitors 

600  
 
Countries of origin 

19 
 
Companies represented 

1.100  
 
Visitors 

25,000 (forecast) 
 
Sectors on offer 

- Brand Packaging: materials, packaging design, packaging solutions for multiple sectors, cartons, 
formats, finishes, POS, premium packaging. 
- Industrial Packaging: solutions and materials for the packaging and packing of products for distribution 
to the end customer. 
- Labelling & Bottling: machinery and equipment for bottling, filling and closing, as well as labelling, 
coding and marking technology. 

  

 

From 24 to 27 May 2022 
www.hispack.com 



(*) Last edition held in 2018. Hispack it was supposed to have been held in 2021 but was moved to 
2022 as a result of the pandemic. The next edition will be in 2024 to recover the triennial periodicity, 
framed in the international calendar of fairs of packaging. 

- Packaging Machinery & Process: packaging machinery and accessories, product packaging lines, 
processes and operations. 
 - Logistics, Automation & Robotics: solutions for intralogistics, handling, storage, distribution and 
transport. 
 
Hispack Unboxing  

From challenges to results: Conferences, success stories and round tables. 
- Activity area Hall 2: Themes related to sustainability and packaging user experience 
- Activity area Hall 3: Themes related to logistics automation, packaging machinery and process and 
traceability. 
 
Hispack "Best in class 

Presentation of 5 success stories of international packaging innovation.  
 
Guest country 

Chile 
 
Other activities  

- The night of packaging 
- Liderpack Awards Ceremony (2020 and 2021 editions) 
- Barcelona Perfumery Congress 2022 organised by the Beauty Cluster 
- Packaging Cluster Zone: presentations of R&D projects, market studies, experiences, talent 
management and networking.  
- CollaboratePack, European congress on collaborative robotics for the packaging sector, organised by 
Universal Robots. 
- Business meetings with international buyers (Business International Centre).  
- Technical conferences organised by associations, organisations and publications. 
 
On the same dates and at the same venue as Graphispag 2022, International Exhibition of the Graphic 
Arts and Visual Communication Industry 
 
Organised by 

Fira de Barcelona 
 
In collaboration with 

Graphispack Association 
 
President 

Jordi Bernabeu, Director of Markem-Imaje in Southern Europe 
 
Director 

Xavier Pascual 
 
Press contact 

Maria Dolores Herranz / Albert Sas / Gloria Dilluvio 
Tel. 616 963 359 / 690 088 359 / 690 734 770 
mdherranz@firabarcelona.com / asas@firabarcelona.com  / gdilluvio@firabarcelona.com 
 
Website 

www.hispack.com  

http://www.hispack.com/


CIS: Customer Information Services
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C. de les Ciències

INDUSTRIAL PACKAGING 
PABELLÓN 2 / HALL 2   Ala oeste / West wing
 Embalaje industrial. Materias primas. Consumibles / 
 Industrial packaging. Raw materials. Consumables.

BRAND PACKAGING 
PABELLÓN 2 / HALL 2   Ala este / East wing
 Brand packaging. Envases. Publicidad en el Lugar de Venta (PLV) / 
 Brand packaging. Containers. Point of Purchase (POP) advertising.

LABELLING & BOTTLING
PABELLÓN 3 / HALL 3   Ala oeste / West wing
 Maquinaria y accesorios de embotellado / Bottling machinery and accessories
 Maquinaria para etiquetado, codificación y marcaje / Machinery for labelling,  
  coding and marking

LOGISTICS, AUTOMATION & ROBOTICS 
PABELLÓN 3 / HALL 3  Ala oeste / West wing
 Logística: intralogística, manipulación, almacenaje y transporte /   
  Logistics: Intralogistics, handling, storage and transport
 Automatización, robótica y digitalización / 
 Automation, robotics and digitalisation 

PACKAGING MACHINERY & PROCESS
PABELLÓN 3 / HALL 3 Ala este / East wing
 Maquinaria y accesorios de envase y embalaje / 
 Packaging machinery and accessories 
 Maquinaria para el proceso de fabricación de productos a envasar / 
 Machinery for manufacturing products to be packaged
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The impact of new legislation promoting the circularity of packaging will also be discussed 

Hispack will give a voice to companies leading the way 
in the application of sustainable packaging solutions 

Is it possible to meet the 2030 packaging recycling targets? Is it possible to produce packaging that 
leaves no trace? Do we really want a world without plastic? How can we manage the end of life of 
packaging? These are some of the questions that the more than 250 experts and professionals taking 
part in the Hispack conference, Spain's leading packaging trade fair, will try to answer. The new 
legislative framework promoting the circular economy - at European, state and regional level - which 
accelerates the circularity of packaging through strategies based on reuse and recycling, will also be 
the focus of attention. 
 
The Hispack programme of activities, which will be held from 24 to 27 May at the Gran Via exhibition centre 
at Fira de Barcelona, will feature around 140 sessions - including conferences, round tables and 
presentations - with the participation of representatives from companies such as Mercadona, Campofrio, 
Nestlé, Danone, The Body Shop, Ferrer, Henkel, Unilever and Procter & Gamble, as well as sector entities, 
technology centres, clusters, technology and materials suppliers, and other companies from sectors as 
diverse as food and beverages, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, drugstores, chemicals and the automotive 
industry that use packaging industry solutions in their activities. 
 
As a complement to the commercial offer, two knowledge spaces called "Hispack Unboxing" will be opened 
within the fair where these presentations will take place. Eurecat, ITENE, AIMPLAS, Packaging Cluster, 
AINIA, Packaging Innovation Cluster, Ecovidrio, Cicloplast, ANAIP, Plastics Europe, Packnet, Aebrand and 
Stanpa are some of the organisations providing speakers and content. 
 
High on the agenda are several round tables with the participation of more than thirty leading companies in 
the application of innovative and sustainable packaging processes and solutions, which Hispack has invited 
through its "Boosters" programme.  
 
They will talk, for example, about new concepts and products in the beverage and food sector that 
contribute to boosting the circular economy; eco-design in the wine sector; sustainable packaging suitable 
for food use; the recovery of packaging and recycled material in the chemical, drugstore and cosmetics 
sector; or the incorporation of sustainability criteria in packaging purchases. Representatives of brands such 
as Ametller Origen, Codorniu, Danone, Ferrer, Freixenet, Pastas Gallo, Mahou-San Miguel, Nestlé, Carelli, 
Nueva Pescanova, Henkel, The Body Shop, Unilever and Mercabarna will be taking part. 
 
Another of the vectors affecting packaging innovation is the improvement of the user experience of 
packaging to make it more functional and attractive to the consumer, as well as elements that transmit the 
value of the brands.  In this section, the papers presented by Aebrand on trends in branding applied to 
containers and packaging or the power of graphic innovation applied to packaging proposed by Heidelberg, 
Epson, Fujifilm or Roland stand out. 
 
Automation and logistics 
Another of the topics will be the automation of the manufacturing process and the supply chain, where 
packaging is becoming increasingly relevant. There will be talks on artificial intelligence in logistics centres, 
robotics to make warehouse operations more flexible, systems for more efficient reception and preparation 
of orders, packaging for e-commerce and inventory management and traceability.  In this way, at Hispack, 
several technology suppliers will give voice to their customers to jointly explain cases of application of their 
equipment and the results obtained in companies. 
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For its part, the Spanish Logistics Centre (CEL) is proposing a morning of innovation to make intralogistics 
evolve with six start-ups presenting technologies that solve everyday challenges in end-of-line and last-mile 
operations. The European congress on collaborative robotics for packaging, #CollaboratePack, will also be 
held by the Danish firm Universal Robots.  
 
In terms of digitalisation, there will be artificial vision solutions that guarantee the quality of products; smart 
labels that detect leaks, breaks in the cold chain, or control the freshness of a product by monitoring various 
parameters; fully automated manufacturing and packaging lines that minimise the use of plastic, among 
others. 
 
Packaging at the service of industries 
The cross-cutting nature of a sector such as packaging generates a multitude of synergies with various 
areas of the productive economy, which is also reflected in Hispack's programme of activities. In this regard, 
the agenda of the Packaging Cluster Corner will feature a commercial exhibition area, a knowledge space 
and a programme with talks on industry and market trends, talent management in the sector, international 
connections and start-ups, as well as experiences in connectivity and new applications in sectors such as 
gourmet and cosmetics. 
 
Also coming to Hispack is the IV Barcelona Perfumery Congress, organised by the Beauty Cluster, in which 
professionals from the sector and research institutions will talk about trends in the perfumery market, 
technology as a driver of innovation in the fragrance industry, present and future regulation and 
biotechnology in the perfume industry, among others. Or Procurement Day Catalunya 2022, an event 
organised by Aerce (the Spanish Association of Purchasing and Procurement Professionals) which will 
bring together professionals and managers in the purchasing field from all types of companies and sectors 
who will be able to learn about the strategic role of packaging throughout the supply chain. 
 
Hispack will also host the presentation of the Liderpack-Popai Spain Awards for the 2020 and 2021 
editions. The awards will recognise 81 packaging and point-of-sale advertising projects that stand out for 
their innovative and creative design, with sustainability as a common denominator. Among others, there are 
paper packaging with barrier properties for food, bags with side caps useful for desalinating cod without 
making a mess, or cases with wine bottles integrated into ice buckets; cardboard packaging for beers; or 
bottles made from 100% recycled and recyclable plastic. 
 
Barcelona, May 2022 
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Xavier Pascual, director of Hispack 2022 

 
 

 
 
 
"Companies are increasingly aware of the strategic role of packaging in their activity, but they can still 
discover at Hispack new benefits and contributions of packaging throughout the supply chain. Packaging 
can be a major driver of innovation in many industries, not only in terms of product improvement, 
conservation and consumer experience, but also in terms of manufacturing processes and operations, 
intralogistics, handling, storage, distribution and sales". 

**************************************************************************************************************************
********  

"We come from two years of enormous complexity and the current moment adds new derivatives such as 
the supply crisis or the increase in energy costs that also influence the world of packaging. Hispack can be 
an important revulsive for the commercial dynamism of the market and the innovation of many industries. In 
addition, the show is an unmissable sectorial meeting point that will provide packaging professionals and 
user sectors with interesting ideas, knowledge and versatile solutions to adapt to the new context, as well 
as to the regulatory, technological and consumer habits changes that are taking place". 
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Jordi Bernabeu, president of Hispack 2022 

 

"The challenge of sustainability, which now sets the agenda, 
is not new, although it is the highest priority, driven by 
legislative changes that are underway or about to come into 
force and by a greater awareness of consumers who 
demand more environmentally friendly packaging. 

"Our industry has been introducing innovations in the field of 
sustainability for more than a decade, incorporating 
processes, practices and materials that minimise the impact 
of its activity on the environment. However, today concepts 
such as eco-design, reduction, reuse and recycling, which 
the packaging industry already made available to packaging 

brand innovation, are gaining prominence and are more necessary than ever in the new paradigm of the 
circular economy". 

"The packaging sector is more than ready to respond to all industries that demand sustainable packaging 
solutions". 

**************************************************************************************************************************
********** 

"We are all users of packaging, but few of us are aware of the level of sophistication and development of 
the industry that makes it possible. Any consumer senses and appreciates the technology, the innovation, 
the difficulty behind the latest developments in, for example, the automotive, pharmaceutical and 
communications industries, but very few know and appreciate the no less complex industrial production to 
make such simple and common items as a bottle, a box, a blister pack, a beverage can or a brik a reality. 
Packaging is therefore still largely unknown to the public and goes unnoticed as an everyday element, 
although it has an enormous influence on purchasing decisions. As an industry we have the challenge of 
knowing how to better communicate to society the benefits and innovation that packaging brings to make 
our lives easier". 

**************************************************************************************************************************
************ 

**************************************************************************************************************************
************ 

 


